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Abstract

In recent speech recognition systems the base unit of recogni-
tion is generally the speech sound. To each speech sound an
acoustic model is associated, whose parameters are estimated
by statistical methods. The proper training data fundamentally
determine the efficiency of the recognizer. Present day technol-
ogy and computational capacity allow speech recognition sys-
tems to operate with large dictionaries and complex language
models, but the quality of the basic pattern matching units has
large influence on the reliability of the system. In our exper-
iments presented here we investigated the effects of different
training methods to the recognition accuracy; namely, the effect
of increasing the number of speakers and the number of mix-
tures were examined in the case of pronunciation modeling and
context independent models.

1. Introduction
Acoustic modeling is one of the most essential processes in
speech recognition. Our previous ASR research results [1, 2, 5]
were limited to small vocabulary tasks due to the lack of large
training databases, because, medium and large vocabulary ap-
plications need accurate acoustic modeling. Recently phonet-
ically labeled or annotated telephone based databases have be-
come available [9, 8] indicating a significant advance in the pos-
sibilities of Hungarian speech recognition development. Both
acoustic modeling and language modeling are advancing in par-
allel, in this article, however, we focus on the acoustic model
training, while language modeling for Hungarian LVCSR is de-
scribed in detail in [4].

In the following section we describe the background of the
training procedures; the signal processing front-end, and the
current Hungarian speech databases are overviewed. Then we
describe the details of our experiments comparing different as-
pects of acoustic model training.

2. Background of the training
Training a speech recognition system denotes basically the esti-
mation of acoustic models. In the following we briefly overview
the backgrounds of our work.

2.1. Databases

As a first step a speech database is needed, which should be
segmented at sentence, word, or phone level. We used several
Hungarian speech databases during our experiments. First of
them was issued in 1999, the recent one in the last year, and
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tal length of them is about six hours. BABEL [7] is a
uality database partially hand labeled at phone level, con-
g the voice of 25 speakers. The Huncities [1] is a high
y database containing only Hungarian city names uttered

speakers; this database is only annotated. HTSD [9]
peechdat [8] are telephone speech databases that contains
, numbers, sentences, etc., each uttered by 500 speak-
TSD is partially hand segmented at phone level, while

hdat is annotated only. We used several parts of the BA-
nd HTSD databases for training, while the city-name por-
f the Speechdat and the Huncities were used for tests.

ignal processing

peech data are transformed into spectral representation by
al processing algorithm. In our experiments the speech is

led at 8 kHz, and in every 10 ms a vector of 10 mel-warped
al coefficients are computed using a 30-millisecond Ham-
windowed speech segment (one frame). Besides the

C coefficients, the delta and delta-delta coefficients are
sed. These coefficients are calculated using the regres-
ethod with ± 2 frames of data.

raining

tterances of the speech sounds are analyzed statistically,
ing in a statistical acoustic model, a mixture of several
ians, for each phone. The mathematical formulation of

training is presented in [6, 10]. If the training database
segmented at the phone level, an automatic segmentation
d is applied, which will be described in the next section.
speech recognition toolkit, developed at our Laboratory

as used for the training and testing experiments.

3. Comparing training procedures
of controlled experiments were performed in order to

se the effects of variously trained acoustic models on the
nition accuracy.

umber of speakers

coustic model training a speech database is needed, con-
g the voice of many speakers. The common rule is that
eater the database is the better the acoustic models are.
ver, database creation is a time-consuming and labour-
ive work. We have increased the number of speakers in
aining data and examined the change in recognition re-
using the voice of 13, 25, 50, 100 speakers, respectively,



for training. The hand-labeled HTSD database was used for
training, and the city names from the Speechdat database, for
testing. Context independent acoustic models were trained by
Viterbi training.

Results in Table 1 show that increasing the number of
speakers is effective, but only until a certain number, i.e., using
the voice of 50 or 100 speakers makes only a slight difference.
Increasing the number of speakers further has no significant ef-
fect on the recognition results without altering other parameters
of the model (e.g., signal processing, number of mixtures or
states in the acoustic models).

Table 1: Effect of the number of speakers.

Number of speakers Error rate

13 19.3%
25 15.0%
50 10.6%

100 11.1%

3.2. Pronunciation modeling

Having a large, phonetically accurately segmented and veri-
fied training database is the ideal situation to start with. How-
ever, segmenting is resource-consuming, so alternative solu-
tions must be elaborated. After studying several automatic
and semi-automatic segmenting procedures, we have chosen the
forced alignment method [10].

Forced alignment is a widely adopted technology, which is
based on two main tasks. The first one is to train baseline acous-
tic models, which needs some segmented speech data (flat-start
results seemed unacceptable). Therefore, a part of the training
data was labeled by hand, and the initial recognizer was trained
by this portion.

The second task is to transcribe the written form of the
database into a sequence of speech sounds and to search the
phone boundaries. The rest of the database was unlabeled, but
annotated, and for every recording the orthographie was given.
The written form of the speech had to be transcribed to a se-
quence of phonemes, and the recognizer is forced to search for
this sequence in the recording. This procedure results in speech
data segmented at phone level with quite high accuracy.

3.2.1. Automatic phonetic transcription

If the phonetic transcription used for forced alignment is er-
roneous then the segmentation will be inaccurate too, because
the proposed phone sequence will not correspond to the real
pronunciation and, therefore, the acoustic model training is not
possible.

Due to the relatively close correspondence between the
written and spoken form of Hungarian words we have devel-
oped a rule based method to automatically generate the possible
phonetic transcription variants of Hungarian words, phrases and
sentences. The method is described in detail in [3], to illustrate
the problem some examples are introduced in the followings.

At the word level the character-to-grapheme segmentation
in Hungarian is ambiguous in some cases without higher level
language information, e.g., kulcszörgés, láncszem, where the
csz can be segmented to c + sz and cs + z graphemes. Fur-
thermore, for several grapheme pairs the pronouncing is also
ambiguous, e.g., in the word ”látja” /sees/, the tj is pronounced
as [t’] while in ”átjáró” /cross-over/ [t j] is the correct form
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PA pronunciation symbols are used[11]). However, in
ord ”apátság” /abbey/ ts can be pronounced as [tS:], but [t
correct as well. The same problems occurred at a num-
f words like ”ezüst” /silver/, ”ezüstbánya” /silvermine/,
sztget” /awaking/, etc.
t the level of sentences or phrases the uncertain breathing-
can cause problems. While in the written form the

uation determine the breaks, the speakers frequently hold
ing-space at unexpected places. In other cases when there

space between two words, cross word phoneme assimila-
hould be applied, while there is no such modification at
ately pronounced words.

Experimental results

amined the effect of labeling by forced alignment based
ee different methods:

Automatic labeling by hand-made phonetic transcrip-
tion: the phoneme label sequence was used from the
hand-made segmentation data

Automatic linear labeling: creating automatically one
possible phonetic transcription for each word or sentence

Automatic alternative labeling: creating automatically
all alternative phonetic transcriptions for each word or
sentence with the previous method

he linear labeling has an obvious defect, because one kind
nunciation is forced on the system, so it is expected to
e the worst results. The optional model, in contrary to
ear model, includes real recognition tasks. For each ut-
e a pronunciation network is generated, which involves
ernative variations, e.g., the existence or absence of stops,
ilations, or sound insertions. The recognizer has to select
among the alternative pronunciation possibilities. In Fig-
the optional phonetic transcription graph of the sentence
sinálsz Bandi?” /What are you doing Andy?/ is presented.
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e 1: Example of the optional pronunciation transcription.

our experiments a pretrained recognizer was used to seg-
the HTSD database, according to the above three labeling
ds. Each result was used to train distinct acoustic models,
ey were tested on the city-name portion of the Speechdat

ase. Results of the recognition experiments are presented
le 2. It can be seen that the automatic optional transcrip-
erformed better than either the hand-made or the linear
ds.

Table 2: Effect of phonetic transcription.

Phonetic transcription Error rate

by hand 15.5%
automatic, linear 20.0%

automatic, optional 13.5%

ffect of the speech signal quality

ing databases were recorded under controlled conditions.
e of mismatch between training and testing data, namely,



when an acoustic model, trained on a certain database, is tested
under different environmental conditions as that of the train-
ing data, the recognition accuracy decreases. The reason is that
noise and distortions are different in the training and the testing
case, and this spectral difference is not eliminated by the signal
processing front-end algorithm.

In our experiments the city names portion of telephone
quality Speechdat database, and the high quality Hungarian city
names (Huncities) database were applied for testing. Acoustic
models were trained once with telephone (HTSD) and subse-
quently with studio quality (BABEL) speech data.

Results for telephone speech recognition presented in Table
3 show that despite the higher quality of the training data, the
recognition error rate is near two times higher than for telephone
based acoustic models.

The high quality (BABEL) training database is smaller, it
contains the voice of 25 speakers only, so a smaller part of the
telephone quality training database (HTSD) was selected (the
voice of 25 speakers), and we trained a further acoustic model
with this portion of the data. In this case the recognition accu-
racy was decreased by 3%.

Table 3: Effect of the quality of the training data.

Training data Test data Error rate

clear clear 13%
clear telephone 24%

telephone telephone 11%
telephone (25 speakers) telephone 15%

telephone clear 12%

3.4. Gaussian mixtures dependency

In the acoustic models the spectral characteristics of the speech
sounds are represented by several mixtures of Gaussian dis-
tributions. The number of mixtures can freely be determined.
We examined the effect of applying lower or higher number of
Gaussian mixtures. One mixture models are not sufficient, be-
cause there are significant differences between speakers, e.g.,
take the obvious case of male and female speakers, dialects, or
even intra-speaker differences. Increasing the number of mix-
tures, the variability of utterances can be modeled more effec-
tively.
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Figure 2: Effect of the increasing number of mixtures.
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e raised the question: what is the limitation on the num-
mixtures? One point is the recognition accuracy, as long
error rate is decreasing, the number of mixtures can be

sed. Over a certain number, however, the error rate is
ted to increase because the training data will be scarce to
he mixtures. A further point of view is the time of process-
s increasing the number of mixtures needs proportionally
resources.
e have found that the recognition error rate definitely de-
d while increasing the number of mixtures up to 10. Fur-
creasing to 20 had no significant effect, but greater num-
mixtures resulted in inaccurate acoustic models (see Fig-
. The source of downgrade is on the one hand the small
nt of training data, and on the other hand the method of
ng, because the training of the mixtures is implemented by
izing an initial model, but the initial model is selected ran-
, which may result in local optimums during the training.

pplying subword units for recognition

above experiments the training of context independent
ls were examined. Lower than 11-13% error rate could
e achieved using a 500 word dictionary. Context depen-
peech sound models or subword units can be applied to
se the accuracy further.

Half-syllable units

e word or syllable subword units are not feasible in Hun-
, because the large number of elements needed even in

rate size recognition tasks, but the application of half-
les can be straightforward. Half-syllable is the half of
able, namely, the syllable is divided in the middle of the
l, e.g., ”bolt” = ”bo” + ”olt”. The syllabication can be
d either in the written or in the spoken form of the text.
revious can be done by applying linguistic rules, but it is
ly not applicable in our case ( see for example the syllabi-
rm of the word ”annak” is ”an” + ”nak”, but this word is

unced with a long n and not with two separate n sounds).
herefore, the written form should first be converted to
typical form, and syllabication has to be be performed on
oneme sequence by the following algorithm: a syllable is
ined by a vowel, a consonant before the vowel belongs to
llable, and preceding consonants to the previous syllable.

he number of the half-syllables is several thousands, by
zing large corpuses near 2000 different units were found,

our training data near 1000 half-syllables occurred. The
nce of the half-syllables is not unique, there are frequent
re ones. Rare units have insufficient training data to es-
the acoustic model, in this way the estimated acoustic

ls will be inaccurate.
o avoid undertraining, the half-syllable units having at
0 or 80 training segments were selected. Table 4 demon-

s the distribution of these units, 30% of the half-syllable
had more than 80 training segments, but they cover 94.6%
whole training data. Setting the lower limit to 20, about
f the units are accepted, and the coverage is 98.8%.

Table 4: Frequent half-syllable units.

equent half-syllables Ratio Cumulative frequency

20 training segment 49% 98.8%
80 training segment 30% 94.6%



3.5.2. Experimental results

Three different acoustic models were trained for the half-
syllables. In the first case, units having at least 80 training seg-
ments were trained, this resulted in about 300 different models.
The further half-syllables were represented as tied-state units
produced as a row of phone models, e.g., ”oksz” = ”o” + ”k” +
”sz”. The second model was built in the same way with limita-
tion of 20, resulting about 490 different models. The last model
was untied, so rare half-syllables had a separate acoustic model
as well. The Baum-Welch algorithm was used for training, and
the training data contained the voice of 500 speakers from the
HTSD database.

Table 5: Effect of applying half-syllable units.

Error rate
Applied model on indepen-

dent data
on training
data

monophone model 8.7% 10.0%
half all untied 20.4% 1.8%
-syllable >20 tr. segment 7.7% 1.8%
model >80 tr. segment 4.1% 3.2%

The result of the experiment is presented in Table 5. Al-
though testing on the training data is unconventional, it is rather
informative. Using only untied models results in really high
recognition rate for the training data while the error rate on in-
dependent data significantly increases. The source of this phe-
nomenon is undertraining due to the small number of training
segments.

Using proper half-syllable units can decrease the recogni-
tion error by 50% on independent data. The limitation of the
context independent sound models, namely, disregarding the ef-
fect of coarticulation, is released by modeling phone sequences
instead of independent sounds.

3.5.3. Triphones

Using triphone models is also a common and proper solution
to handle the effect of coarticulation. We have collected differ-
ent triphones in the HTSD training database, and their number
is above 15000, which is definitely higher than those of half-
syllable units. The distribution of the triphones is demonstrated
in Table 6. 17% of the triphones have at least 20, and only 3.6%
have at least 80 training segments, furthermore, these segments
are shorter than those from the half-syllables. Anyway, it is
not worth to train special models for 3.6% of the triphones, and
monophone for the others. To achieve the 94.6% coverage (to
compare with Table 4) more than 8000 triphones are necessary,
and most of them has very few training segments. In our first
experiments (see Table 1) the sound of 50 speakers was suffi-
cient, while in the present case the voice samples of even 500
speakers are scarce.

Table 6: Frequent triphones.

Frequent triphones Ratio Cumulative frequency

>3 training segment 53% 94.6%
>20 training segment 17% 74.2%
>80 training segment 3.6% 41.0%

For accurate triphone model estimation three hours of train-
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ta is not enough, thus clustered, tied-state triphone mod-
n be used. Phonetic information was used for clustering,
e middle states of the triphones of one phone were tied.
sulted recognition error rate was the same as that for half-
le units, approximately 4%.

4. Conclusions
s article we compared training procedures of acoustic
ls that essentially influences the efficiency of speech rec-
ers. Different possibilities were taken into account, and
amined the influence of the acoustic models on the qual-
., their effect on recognition results. Several independent

iments were carried out. We have found that increasing the
er of speakers in the database over 50 does not improved
cognition accuracy in case of CI models, increasing num-
mixtures, however, resulted in inaccuracy because of the
f sufficient training data. Applying context independent
phone models in the recognition experiments resulted in
10% error rate. Due to the introduction of context de-
nt acoustic models as half-syllables, or triphone units, the
nition error rate was reduced to 4% on a dictionary con-
g 500 city names. To further increase the accuracy of the
nition more training data are needed, which can be ex-
d by training context dependent acoustic models.
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